Rainwater
A more sustainable
drainage solution

55%
Recycled
Material

Wavin Recycore technology
Wavin Osma Rainwater System

Manufactured from
55% recycled PVC-U
With Wavin Recycore technology, the new range of
gutter and downpipes will contain a minimum
of 55% recycled PVC-U by weight.
Recyore gutter and pipe will feature an outer layer
manufactured with glossy virgin PVC-U and an inner
‘Recycore’ layer for a sustainable solution.
The recycled inner layer will vary in colour to the
outer layer. All black, grey and brown gutter and
downpipes will have a dark grey inner. White will
have a white shade for the inner layer.
Both gutter and downpipe will continue to provide
the same high level of performance you have come
to rely on from Wavin.
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The smart,
sustainable
and greener
drainage
solution

55%
Recycled
Material

As part of Wavin’s global commitment to
sustainability, we have a clear ambition to
lead the industry in sustainability by 2025.
Our innovative Recycore Technology
combines sustainability with reliability
and performance, to create industry
leading drainage products.
Our Rainwater range is no exception.
Recycore Rainwater has been
manufactured using a higher level
of recycled PVC-U helping to deliver
a more sustainable solution.
With around 30% of Wavin products
currently made from recycled material,
our manufacturing processes demonstrate
our commitment to help build healthier,
more sustainable environments for future
generations.

The outer PVC-U layer uses virgin
plastic to provide a high quality,
long lasting durable finish.

Wavin Osma
Rainwater
Recycore roll out
plan 2022.
Wavin Osma RoundLine, SquareLIne and DeepLine
will be manufactured with Recycore as a continuous
improvement process commencing in 2022.
Gutter and downpipe manufactured with Recycore
will be marked with Recycore logo.
®

RoundLine

DeepLine

SquareLine

Wavin is part of Orbia, a community
of companies working together
to tackle some of the world’s most
complex challenges. We are
bound by a common purpose:
To Advance Life Around the World.
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